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ABSTRACT 

GLBP provides load balancing between one router to another router (gateways) by using a single virtual host 

IP address and multiple virtual MAC addresses. Each host IP is set up with their own IP address, and all virtual router 

group are participated in the forwarding packets. In a group GLBP members can transfer the hello messages within 

3 seconds. GLBP nominates one gateway in a group and it act as a active virtual gateway (AVG). Another can be 

provided backup, if the AVG becomes unavailable. Each GLBP group MAC address will be assigned by AVG. 

Hence load balancing is achieved through active virtual gateway (AVG) and active virtual forwarders (AVF). In 

default active router will take care of forwarding incoming packets. If the active virtual gateway router fails, then 

active virtual forwarder router will take care of forwarding packets automatically. This is achieved by setting a higher 

priority value to active virtual gateway router and lower priority value to active virtual forwarder router. In case of 

failure the priority of active virtual gateway router is decreased automatically and it becomes active virtual forwarder 

now. In this paper, we proposed Graphical network simulator 3 tool for analyzing the results with existing method. 

This analysis of the results has proved to be high efficiency and less time consuming as compared to older methods. 

KEY WORDS: GLBP, Active Virtual Gateway, Active Virtual Forwarder, LAN. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The standard functionality of Cisco IOS router software is to provide load balancing among the routers and 

which is available across XI all router platforms. Router is a physical device which consists of various interfaces 

using which connections are made in a network. Sometimes the link connected to the interface may go down resulting 

in failure in the network. So the packets will not reach the destinations. As the router cannot transmit the incoming 

packet, congestion occurs in the network. If network congestion gets severe a packet will be thrown away (lost) by 

a router. So packet loss occurs. To overcome this problem in a network consisting of more than two routers either 

HSRP or GLBP is implemented in the router. HSRP dynamically routes the incoming packet in case failure in the 

router. Here load balancing is achieved by making the active and standby router; that is default active router it will 

forward incoming packets. If active router fails, then standby router will take care of send the packets automatically. 

This is achieved by setting a higher priority value to active router and lower priority value to standby router. In case 

of failure, the priority of active router is decreased automatically and it becomes standby now. While GLBP in the 

router dynamically routes the incoming packet in case of failure in the router. In GLBPs the load balancing is 

achieved by make use of active Virtual Gateway, Standby Virtual Gateway and Active Virtual Forwarders. This will 

take care of forwarding incoming packets. If the Active Virtual Gateway router fails then Standby Virtual Gateway 

take-up the function of AVG automatically. This is achieved by setting a higher priority value to AVG and lower 

priority value to SVG and AVF routers.  

Existing System: Let us consider a business concern which is running business online. To access the internet, they 

get a leased line from an internet service provider and connect their LAN through a router using this link. Whenever 

there is a failure in the link, they lose their network and it affects their network performance (efficiency). So, they 

get another link and use it as standby.  

The following are the limitations of existing system, concern have to manually divert the traffic to the backup 

whenever the active link fails. It takes a lot of time and within the period they lose the network time and it ultimately 

reflects negatively in the performance of the network. 

Limitation of Existing System: The concern has to manually divert the traffic to the backup whenever active link 

fails. It takes a lot of time and within the period they lose the network time and it ultimately reflects negatively in 

the performance of the network. 

 
Figure.1. Output measured in VPCS for existing system 
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Simulation Tool’s: To overcome this problem GLBP can be implemented in the router. This will automatically 

divert the traffic. GLBP provides network redundancy for IP networks. GLBP has many advantages like preemption, 

interface tracking, authentication, IP redundancy, low cost. This paper shows that the proposed system achieves 

higher guaranteed node traffic loads and high throughput. 

 The advantages of proposed System are time efficient, higher performance of the network, Download process 

is very fast. 

GNS3 (Graphical Network Simulator): Graphical Network Simulator allows emulation of composite networks. In 

existing methods are used to copy a variety of operating systems in a practical situation. GNS3 permits a identical 

type of emulation using Cisco Internetwork Operating Systems and also it permits to simulate a Cisco IOS in a virtual 

environment. A product of graphical fore end GNS3 is called Dynagen. It is a core based coding technique that 

allows to do IOS emulation. This dynagen allows the top of dynamips to develop a additional ergonomic content 

based surroundings. In the router, switching platforms may also be emulated to their level of functionality by using 

an Ethernet switch card. 

Now a day’s number of router simulators are available in the open market, based on the application the 

developer can select to include it. When we are working on a practical lab some commands or parameters are not 

supported by the available simulators. In these Network simulators we are only considering an illustration of 

simulated output. The developer makes good accuracy illustration for data communication. GNS3 have the ability to 

running an actual Cisco IOS, will produce accurate results and will have access to any command or parameter 

sustained by the IOS. 

In addition to that, GNS3 is utilized by program makers because of that free access source and free program. 

Conversely, due to license restrictions, it will haven’t to provide any Cisco IOSs to use with GNS3. In addition to 

that GNS3 will give1000 packets per second whereas a normal router can provide a hundred to a thousand times 

better throughput. GNS3 is a learning and testing tool for lab world, it does not take the place of a real router. 

Dynamips is the emulator program that acts as a back-end and works behind the scenes. It’s the core of GNS3 since 

it emulates the specified IOS. 

VPCS (Virtual PC Simulator): Virtual PC Simulator is a software tool that runs within Windows or Linux platform. 

VPCS has inadequate functionality, but the most significant task is it allows pings and trace routes.  

It is used to save memory and CPU cycles.  

It is best to open the Virtual PC Simulator before starting GNS3. 

The following steps to be followed in VPCS:  

Categorize a IP number to select a new host. 

Utilize a command to sight host IP or MAC address. 

Give an IP address, default router number and subnet mask to access new host. 

Wire shark: It is used to trace and capture the packets flowing in a link  

2. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The proposed system is implemented by using Graphical Network Simulator 3 and existing method is 

implemented by using Virtual PC Simulator. Figure.2 and.3, shows that GLBPs enabled in active router, which 

indicates that only a single router act as a forwarding packets on behalf of the virtual router at given time. GLBPs 

enabled in Stand by router; which indicates that single virtual router access one node to multiple node. 

  
Figure.2. GLBP enabled in active router Figure.3. GLBP enabled in stand-by router 
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Figure.4. Output Of Proposed System Figure.5. Output measured in VPCS for proposed 

system 

 
Figure.6. Comparison of throughput of existing and proposed systems 

3. CONCLUSIONS 

This Paper has been proved as GLBP gives load balancing between multiple routers and single routers by 

using a single virtual IP address and multiple virtual MAC addresses. Load sharing and network performance of this 

protocol to be more efficient and same parameter is compared with existing routing protocol, which is shown in fig 

.6. Hence by using this protocol for data transmission, the data rate can be increased. In future work can be done 

using any advanced protocol to improve the performance of the network and also reduce the download process. 
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